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Abstract
The Classical Chinese landscape design owns a high reputation with its distinctive style around the world. It embodies the
integration of Chinese philosophy, aesthetics, and Shan Shui culture. In contemporary age, Chinese landscape designers
are facing the challenge of inheriting and creating Chinese-styled landscape design in a modern way. This practicum seeks
to draw from the traditional Chinese painter's works, theories, and garden design principles and apply these learnings to
my design practice. I aim to investigate how Chinese painting principles and traditional garden principles can inform garden
design in Greater Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Furthermore, I intend to address the theoretical and practical links
between landscape and painting and discover new ways of creating modern Chinese landscape design.

Keywords: Chinese philosophy, Painting, Shanshui culture, Chinese painting principles, Nature,
Chinese traditional garden principles, Contemporary Chinese garden in Canada.
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Introduction
In China, landscape painting and garden design have always intertwined and developed together throughout the years.
Painters provided gardeners with new perspectives as a way to interpret garden design. Gardeners, in turn, gave back
new inspirations to the painters. Together, they created an eye to appreciate beauty and enjoyment in garden designs and
landscape paintings.
For thousands of years, Chinese gardeners have drawn their inspirations from many sources. They have taken nature as
a model. They have used landscape painting as a reference. They have incorporated painting theory. They have also used
poetry to adorn their pavilions. Gardens are an all-inclusive art: buildings, poetry, painting, calligraphy, and carvings combine
to give birth to a new creation. According to the famous Chinese landscape designer Congzhou Chen, Chinese gardens
have always used poetic and artistic beauty as their standard of reference to judge their quality (Chen and Hardie, 2008).
Mr. Tong Jun, a Chinese architecture professor said, "Chinese gardens belong to the art of painting. They do not follow
rational logic nor traditional aesthetic rules. Chinese gardens are like three-dimensional landscape paintings or freehand
Chinese paintings" (1984, p.67).
Through the study of traditional Chinese gardens, paintings, culture, and knowledge, I recognize paintings could work as
a point of reference that provides vocabulary, theoretical concepts, evaluative criteria and visual conventions. Landscape
paintings will be the bridge that guide me to a new world of art and design in my practicum.

IX

Personal Background
During my years in China, I visited many famous Chinese royal gardens, as well as many public and private
gardens with my parents during vacations. These experiences fostered in me a deep love and appreciation for
nature and our unique Chinese garden styles from a young age. Like most Chinese children, I started studying
Chinese ink painting when I was a child (see Figure 01). From taking courses with the old painting masters in
the China Academy of Art, I learned that Chinese landscape painting has achieved worldwide recognition and
influenced traditional Chinese gardens throughout the ages. Gardens, like dreams, occupy an essential place in my
heart.
In 2015, I began to help some clients design and construct their gardens in Winnipeg, Manitoba. I enjoyed having
my hands in the dirt, head in the sun, and heart in nature. This experience was an opportunity to help people fulfill
their dreams of having beautiful personal gardens (see Figure 02). Through conversations with clients, especially
Chinese immigrants, I learned that they dream of having Chinese style gardens in Winnipeg. In the autumn of 2016,
I moved to Vancouver, British Columbia. A large number of Chinese people are living in Greater Vancouver. They
are also eager to have Chinese style gardens. Based on my research, I believe that Chinese traditional landscape
painting principles are the key to high quality, a stylistic landscape design that will win the hearts of Chinese and
“Sinophile” (lovers of Chinese culture) customers.
In this document, I will combine painting and design together and demonstrate how Chinese traditional painting
theories can be applied to garden design in Vancouver, Canada.
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Figure 01.
XI

Figure 02.
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Chinese Immigrants Living in Vancouver
I immigrated to Winnipeg in 2011 and moved to Greater Vancouver in 2016. There are a large
number of Chinese immigrants living in Vancouver. According to the Statistics Canada, the number
of immigrants from China grew by 63.9% from 332,825 in 2001 to 545,535 in 2011 (see Figure 03),
making Chinese the second most significant foreign-born group in Canada (Immigration, 2016).
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Figure 03.
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In 2011, 30.7% of the Chinese immigrants to Canada resided in British Columbia (see Figure 04); most of the Chinese immigrants
in British Columbia (159,200 or 95%) lived in the Greater Vancouver Area (see Figure 05) (Immigration, 2016). Many Chinese
immigrants want to have a garden embodying Chinese culture and design style. In the following chapter, I will discuss how to satisfy
the spiritual needs of those Chinese immigrants who treasure traditional cultures of living and abandoning themselves to nature.
The goal is to investigate how Chinese painting principles and traditional garden principles can inform garden design in Greater
Vancouver to discover new approaches to creating modern Chinese garden design.
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British Columbia
Figure 05.

Shan Shui Painting

1

1

Shan Shui - Traditional Chinese Landscape Painting
Shan Shui culture, historically one of the largest branches of Chinese culture, deeply
influenced Chinese art. The idea of Shan Shui is an exploration of Nature by Chinese
philosophy, which provides three different art mediums to restore nature to people:
Shan Shui literature, Shan Shui painting (natural landscape painting), and Shan Shui
landscape design (natural-styled landscape design) (see Figure 06).
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Shan Shui Literature

Shan Shui Culture

Shan Shui Painting

Shan Shui
Landscape Design

Figure 06.
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1.1 The Concept of Traditional Chinese Landscape Painting
(Shan-Shui-Hua, 山水画 )
Shan Shui Hua, which translates to "mountain-water-painting" refers to the traditional
Chinese style of painting of scenery and natural landscape (see Figure 07). A landscape
painting unites the two forces: Mountain (shan, 山 ) is a manifestation of the male (yang)
quality and water (shui, 水 ) is a manifestation of the female (yin) quality.
Shan Shui painting is considered one of the highest forms of visual art in Chinese culture
and is a quintessential part of art instruction in China. Ch'eng Hsi, a famous late 11th-century
Chinese landscape painter, described Shan Shui painting as:
“ A kind of painting which goes against the common definition of what a painting is.
Shan Shui painting refutes color, light and shadow and personal brushwork. Shan Shui
painting is not an open window for the viewer's eye. It is an object of the viewer's mind. Shan
Shui painting is more like a vehicle of philosophy" (Robert and Maeda,1970, p.16).
In China, whether the painting looks exactly like the real scenery is not an essential criterion
for evaluation. When Chinese painters work on Shan Shui paintings, they do not reproduce
a realistic image of what they have seen in nature, but what they have thought about
nature. Chinese painters use the method of scattered point of perspective to express their
understandings between people and nature instead of linear perspective as westerners do.
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山水画
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Painting

Chinese landscape painting is called ‘Shan-Shui-Hua’ with these three characters
standing for the mountain, water, and painting respectively (see Figure 07).
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Figure 07.

Figure 08.
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1.2 The History of Chinese Landscape Painting

Han Dynasty
(202 B.C.–220 A.D.)
Emerging

Northern & Southern Dynasties

Sui & Tang Dynasty

(220-589 A.D.)

(581-907A.D.)

As the background to the figure painting

Independent painting genre

After Ming Dynasty

Yuan Dynasty

Northern Song Dynasty

(1368 A.D. - now)

(1127-1368 A.D.)

(960-1127 A.D.)

Continuous development

Thriving of Free - style painting

Great age of Chinese landscape
Figure 09.
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Chinese Landscape Painting emerged for the first time during the Han
Dynasty or earlier (see Figure 09). Then it functioned as the background
for figure painting during the Northern & Southern Dynasty. Shan Shui
painting, first rose to wide prominence in China in the tenth and eleventh
centuries, during the Song Dynasty. The time from the Five Dynasties
period to the Northern Song period is known as the Great Age of Chinese
Landscape. Beginning in the Tang Dynasty, many paintings were
landscapes, often called Shan Shui paintings. During this period, painters
mainly portray the ideal natural environment instead of reproducing exactly
the appearance of nature in real life (Art, 2004).
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1.3 The Basic Aesthetic Ideas of Shan Shui ( 山水美学 )
Shan Shui advocates the natural balance of the world and the harmonious
relationship between humans and nature. Shan Shui is an art form that emphasizes
the painter’s subjective perspective and artistic feelings. It is not a copy of the real
landscape, but the landscape in painters’ minds and a picture of their inner world.
Traditional landscape paintings rely on vivid brushwork and varying degrees of
intensity of ink to express the artist's perception of nature, and their own emotions.
Influenced by Daoist, Buddhist and Confucian philosophical doctrines, Shan Shui
pursues simplicity, respect of nature, and the unity of human nature and the natural
environment (see Figure 10). The philosophy considers man as a small unit in the
cosmos and teaches people to lose themselves in the vastness of nature. People will
find themselves and identify their souls and gain insight into the nature of reality. The
aesthetic idea is not to represent the natural truth but to demonstrate the aesthetic
atmosphere and spiritual significance in the landscape. The Chinese traditional
Daoist dualism, often represented by the black and white system of Yin and Yang, is
utilized to achieve a perfect unity with nature, reaching beyond artistic style.
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" The way is not in the sky, The way is in the heart. "
--- Buddha

Figure 10.
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" If one is able to realize how the ancients applied their minds to the absence of brush
and ink, one is not far from reaching the divine quality in painting."
--- Yun Shouping

- Chinese painter, Yun Nan Tian Hua Hui Ce, 1957. P90.

Fig 11. Ink effect
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1.4 The Use of Brushes ( 用笔 )
Brushwork is the essential characteristic of Chinese painting. The two terms
bi (brush, 笔 ) and mo (ink, 墨 ) provide the foundation of Chinese pictures
(see Figure 12).
An important evaluation standard when approaching traditional Chinese
painting is one’s control of the brush. Pressure, precision, and rhythm are
all considered. The brush techniques are not only about line drawing but
also the expressions of texture, shade and dotting methods. The brush
strokes give the painting vitality and rhythm. At the same time, they reveal
the painters’ individualities and styles. Chinese painting is done with a brush
in ink on rice paper. The artist holds the brush and moves his or her wrist at
various angles to produce each stroke. The rhythmic movement of the arm
and wrist are part of the rhythmic vitality of a painting. There is no opportunity
for correction that requires painters to master advanced skills with the brush.

Figure 12.
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1.5 Ink as Five Colours ( 墨有五色 )

Dry

Wet

Dark

Light

Charred

Figure 13.
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In Shan Shui painting, traditional laws and processes of colour application have been valued and emphasized
throughout the years.
Five colours of black ink are determined by the shades and different textures of ink application. The five colours are
dry, wet, dark, light, and charred (see Figure 13). To create the dry effect, the small amount of water in the brush and
the speed of the stroke produce firm and harsh lines, usually used for the rough and stern textures of rocks and tree
branches. Compared to dry, wet strokes are attained by having lots of water in the brush which creates softer lines.
Slower brush movement on the rice paper also allows more moisture to be absorbed by the rice paper creating the
wet texture. Wet strokes are effective in painting distant scenery. Dark is used for near and compelling subjects, such
as old tree stems and roots. Light is usually used for items that are light in texture. Objects in the distance appear
progressively brighter and less distinct as they get farther away, creating an atmospheric effect and the illusion
that objects fade as they become more distant. The Chinese character charred also means focus. Artist uses very
thick black ink without water, displaying layers of depth and moisture. Charred is for portraying mountain and rocks’
structure and texture and is useful for adding the finishing touches that bring a work of art to life. Zhang Yanyuan, a
Tang Dynasty painter and theorist, in his book, Famous Painting Through Dynasties, said: "It does not take red and
green colors to make the grass and trees abounding, nor does one need white paint to portray the cloud and snow
flying in the sky … therefore, the effect of five colors is achieved when the black ink is properly used" (2008, p.102).
An excellent Chinese painter is also a person with a keen sense of using the five colors that are applied to the
different objects, such as trees, clouds, and mountains to create a satisfying landscape painting.
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Figure 14.
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1.6 Emptiness ( 留白 )
Emptiness is a principal concept in the Chinese aesthetic theory of painting. It refers to the blank space in a painting without any ink. It
has profound roots in Chinese Daoism and Buddhism schools. Lao Tzu was the reputed author of the Tao Te Ching and the founder of
philosophical Daoism. He wrote in the Tao Te Ching: “attaining the limit of empty space, retaining extreme stillness; knowing the white,
retaining the black, it is the form of the world” (Cheng, 1994, p.45). Emptiness is always related to fullness as a pair of dialectical notions,
like the Yin and Yang in Chinese philosophy.
Emptiness is a basic principle that was applied to Chinese landscape painting. A large number of ancient and contemporary Chinese
painters have applied the idea of emptiness to structure the space. This principle requires that artists should calm down, empty their
thoughts and enter a state of meditation before they start to paint. It takes painters several years of practicing to calm their minds. This
practice allows the artists to concentrate on their paintings and have a sense of relationship among things in the world. Concentration
is primarily used to become aware of the empty and negative space. The physical act of painting with an empty mind is the pivotal part
of Chinese landscape painting. The empty space is immeasurable, born of spirit and dream. Empty space refers to qi (chi), vital breath
or inner vigour, the balance of Yin and Yang, formless, profound and infinite, which bestows life to Chinese painting. In landscape
painting, emptiness often indicates mist, water, sky, and cloud that enhance movement and transformation in a composition. Fullness
can be expressed as mountains and rocks that are stationary. In Chinese painting, space is more challenging to deal with than fullness.
Referring to Cheng’s Empty and Full, “Emptiness is dynamic and active. Linked with the idea of vital breaths and with the preeminent
site of transformation, the place where fullness can attain its whole measure. Emptiness introduces discontinuity and reversibility into a
given system and thus permits the elements comprising the system to transcend. At the same time, emptiness offers human beings the
possibility of approaching the universe at the level of totality” (1994, pp. 35-36). Emptiness and fullness are wholly interdependent and
interactive with each other.
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Figure 15.

1.7 Chinese atmospheric perspective: Guo
Xi’s Three Distances ( 三远法 )
In traditional Chinese painting, the painters used multiple points of
view in one painting instead of using the European idea of linear
perspective applied since the Renaissance. Multiple points called
the three distances ( 三远法 ) including high distance, deep
distance and level distance, which were first established by the
famous late 11th-century Chinese landscape painter Guo Xi in
his famous book Linquan gaozhi (Lofty Ambitions in Forests and
Streams, 林泉高致 ).

Figure 16.
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High distance expresses looking up the mountain from the base and showing the mountain's distance and
stressing its height and majestic effect. The distance enhances the reality and visually effects and creating a vivid
and monumental composition.
Level distance represents the views of looking at a distant peak from nearby the mountain. The flat and level
scenery creates horizontal space, like looking at a view of a vast plain without any majestic structure. The
arranged levels of distance from the foreground all the way through to the distant background give the scene
linear perspective. Compared to the main mountains, this area is more moderate.
Deep distance represents the view of looking behind a peak from the front of the mountain overlapping elements
in the scenery from front to back. This perspective creates a sense of distance once the scenery has a feeling of
front and back.The viewer can imagine spatial distance from the piled landscape forms (Guo, 2010).
Guo’s three perspectives are methods to create the illusion of space and distance. The scene is changed by the
perspective according to the painter’s arrangement.
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2

Liu Fa - Six Painting Principles by Xie He ( 谢赫六法 )
Xie He was a Chinese figure painter and critic in 6th century China. He introduced the six principles in his work
Gu Hua Pin Lu (The Record of the Classification of Old Painters) written around 550 CE. These six principles
were first used as a guide for figure painting, and then applied to other genres such as landscape, flower and bird
paintings. His principles became crucial and distinctive rules of Chinese painting theory and criticism from then on.
The six principles in their proper order are as follows:
1. The artists empower the paintings through spiritual consonance. 气韵生动
2. The power and structure are expressed by the artist’s strokes. 骨法用笔
3. Forms follow objects. 应物象形
4. Specific colours derive from different objects. 随类赋彩
5. The artists arrange the different elements in proper position. 经营位置
6. The artists learn by imitating the past creative masters and then develop their styles. 传移模写
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spirit and express the vital forces of heaven, spirit, and mind. Landscape design should contain a spirit of the place and
a distinct character.
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2.2 Power and Structure are Expressed by the
Artist’s Strokes (Gu-Fa-Yong-Bi 骨法用笔 )
The second principle is the necessary approach of using brush and
ink. Gu means bone and brush power; fa implies a method; yong-bi
suggests the use of the brush. All these words put together refers to the
structural strength of the brush stroke or use of the calligraphic strokes
in the painting.
Chinese paintings value the beauty of lines. Each part of the brush can
be used flexibly and create different effects, such as rigidness, flexibility,
fastness, and slowness. The gradient of ink can be used to distinguish
an illuminated face or a shady face. For the success of a painting, the
wisdom of painters' efforts in using the brush and ink, especially for the
line of research, wet and dry strength, and cadence, to the arbitrary,
highlights of the situation.
There is a sense of substance and coherence underlying the surface
texture. In Xie’s view, this not only relates to the way of operating and
mastering various techniques, but also the close connection between
painting and the personality of the artist (Xie, 2009). In the age of Xie
He, calligraphy was an important part of the painter’s work and is an
inseparable part of ink painting.
Calligraphic bone methods embody a sense of structure, confidence,
and strength that guides Chinese landscape painting.

Figure 18.
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2.3 Forms Follow Objects (Ying-Wu-Xiang-Xing 应物象形 )
Literally, ying-wu means corresponding to the object; xiang-xing means depicting its shape and
form. What Xie He meant by this is that an object is drawn as the artist sees the object and
understands the object’s form. It may be not a realistic rendering, but it is how the artist views it and
a skill that the artist develops through years of practicing (Xie, 2009). In traditional Chinese painting,
presenting true nature is much more important than only presenting its physical appearance.
It shows the relationship between art and reality. External and internal expression was already
emphasized even 1500 years ago.
Like poets and literati, the richness of nature and life motivates painters. In turn, painters invest their
paintings with emotional color. Artistic thinking and philosophical thinking complement each other
in the process of conception and creation. This kind of reasoning and consistent state of viewing
makes the painter look for a sense of synaesthesia, connecting internal and external Impressions.
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Figure 19.
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2.4 Specific Colours Derive from Different Objects (Sui-Lei-Fu-Cai 随类赋彩 )
The fourth principle addresses using colour by the category of objects. It is a basic principle of Chinese painting. Colours can be
divided into two categories, black and colour. For the Chinese brush artist, black has different shades. Xie He wrote that colour and
the range of shadings should be applied according to an object’s nature. A highly skilled master artist could produce the colours
or impressions of the object. Still, colour could be used, but they must be as close as possible to the actual colour of the object or
subject. This idea should also consider the layers, value, and tone when colours are applied in the painting.

Figure 20.
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2.5 Artists Arrange the Different Elements in Proper Position
(Jing-Ying-Wei-Zhi 经营位置 )
Managing different painting elements in proper positions is one of the six principles. It refers to the composition, space,
and depth. Literally, jing-ying means planning, wei-zhi means arrangement. Combining these two Chinese terms mean
composing a painting, where you focus on the conception and idea as well as the arrangement (see Figure 21).
Every traditional landscape painting should consider these questions - how to arrange the painting elements in their
proper places and the use of empty space. Elements should be in their proper places. Inscription and signature are also
considered and valued in the arrangement.
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Figure 21.
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2.6 Artists Learn by Imitating the Past Creative Masters and then Develop their Styles
(Chuan-Yi-Mo-Xie 传移模写 )
This principle is the last one in the list. Here we follow the example of our predecessors. For instance,
painters throughout history were trained by copying famous paintings. They used these as a source of forms
and ideas, and in the process learned texturing, tracing, ink stroking and other necessary methods.
In China, change and individual development occurred in constant reference to the past, with artists always
preserving some of the elements from history. They made a conscious decision to adopt this approach to
understand further and maintain the spirit of previous creative masters. It is entirely different from simple
copying. In the process of imitating, artists observed and re-imagined the former masters' works, learned
proper techniques and methods, the essence of using the brush, and as a end result they creating their own
painting styles.
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2.7 Conclusion
In summary, paintings can be viewed in order from the first to the sixth principle. When observers appreciate a painting
for the first time, they will be attracted to the artistic concept, then interpret the results of brush and ink, likeness,
colouring, composition and cultural tradition. From the opposite viewpoint, paintings can also be observed from the
sixth principle to the first one as a kind of learning process. Students begin by copying and imitating paintings from the
old masters, gradually studying how to use the brush, arrange the elements, then complete a painting.
Chinese painting is an expression of the soul and spiritual contemplation and focuses on the meaning behind the
images and strokes. A painting should convey a poetic image and artistic ambience, unify skills and creative thinking,
and find a balance between the form and spirit, objectivity and subjectivity. The interpretation and application of these
six principles have varied from period to period and from artist to artist.
Chinese landscape painting theory has a far-reaching impact on landscape design. They have much in common with
their content, philosophy, methodology, and representation. In the following chapter, similarities between Chinese
garden design and Chinese landscape painting will be discussed and analyzed.
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Chinese Garden Design
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" In China, landscape painting and gardening are so intertwined in their development. It is hard to appreciate
the one without knowing of the other. Both arts developed together, painters providing several of the conventions
through which the Chinese looked at their gardens, and gardens in turn giving back these conventions to painters.
Together they create an eye for enjoying precipitous mountains, and highlighted the moods of changing seasons."
--- Maggie Keswick
- A writer, artist, garden designer, The Chinese garden. London: Academy Editions. 1987. p. 130
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3

Chinese Traditional Garden Design Principles
The principles of Chinese traditional garden design were generated from Chinese traditional landscape
paintings and Chinese philosophy, especially Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism.
Chinese gardens have their unique features: Shanshui-styled designs have been created for over
thousands of years. Chinese private gardens have a great influence on Chinese architectures and
gardens. Chinese private gardens are mainly situated in Suzhou, Zhejiang province, where the wet and
warm climate is suitable for rich planting design with year round colours. The Suzhou private gardens
were created by scholars, literati, painters, former government officials, and merchants, and were made
to escape from the outside world and to keep their inner peace. A typical Chinese private garden is
enclosed by white walls and has ponds, rockworks, and winding paths. By moving step by step, visitors
can view a series of carefully composed scenes, unrolling like a scroll of landscape paintings.
With the accumulation of several thousand years, Chinese classical gardens form its unique garden
principles and artistic styles. The design procedure combines artistic conception, white space, et cetera.
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= an enclosure (wall)

= a building, pavilion or soil

= a pond, framed views, borrowed views

= Yin place or plants

Figure 22.
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3.1 Yuan’s Literal Meaning ( 园 )
The Chinese traditionally called a garden "Yuan" (see Figure 22), meaning a humanmade place for recreation. The character for “Yuan” is enclosed by a wall, with the
phonetic radical “yuan” in the middle, which is not only a phonetic symbol but also
expressed the essence of a Chinese garden. Yuan is made of earth or soil ( 土 ) at
the top, a mouth ( 口 ) in the middle and female ( 女 ) at the bottom. This character
combines all the elements that the garden needs.
Classical Chinese gardens were surrounded by white walls. The pure colour of the wall
acts as white painting paper, providing a perfect background for trees, flowers, and
rockery. The bright color of leaves and blooms will stand out against a white setting.
Earth and soil are the essential elements in the garden, 土 is put at the top of the
character yuan, which is used to grow plants and shrubs. In the middle of the character,
口 represents an opening to express the idea of framed views and borrowed views
used in a garden. At the bottom, 女 represents the garden being a Yin place, a quiet
retreat from the outside world.
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3.2 Principle - Artistic Conception (Yi - Jing, 意境 )
Artistic conception is the essence of Chinese gardens that refers to the mood and state of the art or natural scenery. The goal of Chinese
landscape design is to create artistic space to help people keep their spiritual balance with their inner peace. Zhou Wei Quan (1999, p.138),
a famous Chinese landscape architecture scholar, said artistic conception is an important principle in Chinese art and design, Chinese
traditional landscape design being an obvious example. Artistic conception is determined by both human emotion and the landscape
envisioned by the designer.
Chinese literati always regarded landscape as a place to express emotion. Hence, the theme or intention of the garden design is usually
taken from the creator’s artistic feeling. The creator/designer's artistic and aesthetic background will add energy and taste to the garden.
Sometimes garden design is inspired by some kinds of natural sceneries or literature. Good poetry and paintings can increase the garden’s
attractiveness and influence the garden's soul. For example, in the designer's eyes, rocks, flowers, trees, mountains, and water all have
meanings, which can provoke visitors' emotions and feelings. Applying personal emotion to an object is a similar process to Chinese art
forms such as painting and calligraphy. They all produce psychological comfort and delight when appreciating the garden's beauty. Artistic
conception is also expressed through different images and themes. For example, Tingyuxuan ( pavilion of hearing the rainfall ) of the Humble
Administrator's Garden, expresses rain beating on a banana tree's leaves and reflects the theme as poetic (see Figure 23).
Artistic conception in a Chinese garden is created by using limited space and scenery to accomplish an unlimited result, called “seeing
the big from the small”. Chinese traditional landscape design sought to make a shallow, noisy and crowded place seem deep, serene, and
secluded. According to Ji Cheng's book Yuanye (1932, p.69), "borrowed scenery" was a very important way to express Chinese garden's
artistic conception. This term means using background landscapes or scenes outside the garden to create the illusion that a garden is much
bigger than it was. The mixed near and far views form a single picture into the composition of a garden.
By selecting and controlling the overall environment, the classical Chinese garden fully mobilizes all the factors that can enrich the senses
of the tourists to render the scenery and create the atmosphere. With the tangible performance out of the intangible, limited performance to
express unlimited, substance to show spirit, actual to express virtual, resulting in a natural and ethereal mood. It is such a pursuit of creating
a long-lasting beauty of artistic conception that the same Chinese classical landscape can exert a unique charm with every tour and every
journey.
The artistic conception of the garden is the result of the integrated management of the space and time, the result of the interpenetrating
infiltration of the subjective life sentiment and the real natural scene, and one of the highest garden art criteria.
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Raindrops drummed rhythmically against the banana leaves.

Figure 23.
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3.3 Principle - Appropriateness ( 适宜 )
The appropriate arrangements of space and scale is another important Chinese landscape design principle. The best
garden designs have a successful composition of forms, colours, and textures.
Wen Zhengming (1923), a representative of the Ming Dynasty garden painters, said, rocks, plants, buildings and
human figures had to be carefully arranged, yet buildings remain opaque, half-hidden and lacking in details. He
pointed out winding mountains, and wriggling streams should be in their proper position. Not only are flowers, grass,
and trees natural, but also artificial architecture should comply with nature and its limits.
Pei expressed his philosophy of using Chinese garden design elements in modern architectural design in Harvard
Asia Pacific Review (1997): “Chinese gardens are very unusual in the sense that you can create a microcosm of the
world in such tiny space. And that has always been in my mind, so that I am never discouraged when I don’t have as
much room to work with. I can always say, look at the SuZhou gardens and what wonders you can create with them.
It is a sense of scale…”.
In Chinese garden, arrangement is elaborate that even a small piece of stone is carfully put in place.
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3.4 Principle - White Space ( 留白 )
White space, also called blank space, is a unique form and an
indispensable part of traditional Chinese painting and China's
landscape design.
White space provides a broad base for a Chinese classical
garden's layout and form, space and mood, real and virtual
environment, and many other aspects. In traditional Chinese
gardens, we can always see the ethereal realm of silence
and quietness: rocks are earthly, water is heavenly; black is
tangible, white is fleeting. White space plays an important role.
It is an expression and a spirit of the site. For example, Suzhou
Lingering Garden (see Figure 24) is a classic case of using
white space. The space has a narrow entrance to a grove of
staggered old trees, with a white wall acting as the background.
The treatment of these spatial details reflects the art of white
space, embodying the aesthetic value, shape, artistic context,
and combination of human and nature.
White space in gardens can not be simply understood as
emptiness, it is like pause in music and film, producing
an imaginative space. Nowadays, we are surrounded by
information, and we suffer from a lack of blank space. It is
therefore extremely important that we provide ample time and
space for our minds to leave room for meditation and insight.
If a garden is filled with lots of elements and colors without
any empty space, we will feel uncomfortable and stressed. In
garden design, emptiness gives the space its meaning and
allows the mind to roam free in the garden. Emptiness brings
an imaginative space from the finite to the infinite, and in the
process provides self-reflection.
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Figure 24.

3.5 Conclusion ( 总结 )
Chinese gardens are an important carrier of Chinese culture and influenced by Chinese
painting, philosophy, literature, architecture, and personal preference. Chinese garden
originated from nature and exceeded nature. It is the harmonious work of man and nature,
architecture and landscape.
The design principles of the traditional Chinese garden provide guide and resource for the
modern landscape design. The design principles like concealment and revelation, artistic
conception, appropriateness, and white space, et cetera, all are excellent design resources
for today.
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4

Similarities Between Shan Shui Painting and Garden Design
Chinese landscape design has been closely interrelated with Shan Shui painting through the ages. As Jin Xuezhi,
a famous aesthetics professor, said, “Chinese painting and Chinese landscape design cannot be divided from each
other because they both belong to the same artistic category ’’(2000, p.59). In ancient China, good landscape painter
was also good landscape designer. Likewise, a sound landscape designer was able to paint as well.
As Kan Duo, a scholor commented in his foreword to the 1932 edition book Yuan Ye by Ji Cheng, Mountain and
building in a garden derived its art from painting in that the painter uses brushes and ink, while the rockery artist
employs rocks and earth as design mediums. Whereas the medium they use are different, the principle of design is
the same. Shan Shui painting shares similar principles with garden design, such as artistic conception, white space,
aesthetic features, and composition rules.
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4.1 Artistic Conception (Yi - Jing, 意境 )
The most important theme of Xi He's six painting principles is an artist's empowerment of painting through spiritual consonance
(Chi-Yun-Sheng-Dong 气韵生动 ). The matching theme in landscape design is artistic conception (Yi - Jing 意境 ). Chinese
garden and Shan Shui painting both pursue spiritual expression and artistic creation, intertwining external appearance and the
inner spirit, creating creative space to help people keep their spiritual balance with inner peace. They both resemble nature but
are refined recreations of nature. Yi-jing is used to establish design objectives for the garden scheme.

Figure 25.
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4.2 Arrangement of the Different Elements in Proper Position ( 经营位置 )
The original simplicity of nature can allow people to discover their inner peace and help them keep their spirit in balance away from the
outside world.
Relative proportion is the size of an object about other objects. Absolute balance is the scale or size of an object. All your designs and
plans need to take into account the human scale (size of the human body) because the size of other objects is all relative to humans.
When selecting plants, hardscaping, garden structures or ornaments, it is essential to remember their size about the human body. It is also
important to remember the landscape in proportion to the size of the house, yard and the area to be planted.
The order generally refers to the spatial layout or organization of the design and is most often achieved through balance. Balance is the
concept of equal visual attraction and weight, usually around a real or imaginary central axis.
Form, colour, size, and texture will all affect the overall balance of a landscape. Balance can be symmetrical or asymmetrical. The order can
also be achieved by massing features or elements into distinct groups and arranging them around a central point.
In the process of creating the classical garden, the designers and artisans always pursue the idea that visitors should still make a perfect
picture no matter where they stand. For this purpose, they pay attention to the pavilions layout, the cooperation of the rockery pool, the
background of trees and flowers, the level of distant vistas. In short, everything must exist to form a perfect picture, will never tolerate the
beauty of the failure. To achieve an effect of as if in the painting, the landscape designers need to properly arrange the relative positions of
various natural scenery and buildings inside and outside the garden so that they are in perfect harmony with each other and unify in a series
of endless views.
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4.3 White Space ( 留白 )
White space originated from traditional Chinese paintings and is widely applied in
landscape and garden design. It is a core concept of Chinese aesthetics based on ancient
Chinese philosophical foundations and also an vital part of the artistic compostion. White
space in artwork and garden design is not simply an absence of content, but has its own
content and meaning.
White space does not mean emptiness but is blank for the imagination of viewers and a
great pursuit of the artistic realm. If white space is used properly, it can explore viewers
imagination, evoke particular emotions and give the artwork and design a deeper meaning.
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4.4 Conclusion
Chinese Shan Shui painting and Chinese landscape design are closely interrelated with each other. They both reflect the philosophical
understanding between human beings and nature. They also express the artists’ feelings about the environment and invite people to
express their understandings of works and place.
Modern-styled landscape design is commonly used in China nowadays and has replaced the local traditional landscape designs.
Chinese designers started to ask whether traditional Chinese landscape design is old-fashioned and whether it still belongs to the
modern world. In fact, anyone who has a sense of responsibility for culture would never answer those questions. Chinese landscape
design should be retained as a part of Chinese culture, especially since Chinese landscape design has taught valuable lessons about
adapting to local conditions (Zhu, 2005).
If we regard the Chinese classical landscape painting as the artist's natural landscape painting as a copy, summarizing and renaming
it, integrating it into the inner comprehension, that is, Chinese classical gardens are the landscape architects who draw lessons from
the theory and technique of landscape painting. It is the art reproduction of the real space.
According to the same scattered perspective and space-time awareness as landscape painting, the classical Chinese landscape
garden is a landscape art created by elements such as mountains, water, landscaping, and architecture. Chinese landscape paintings
and gardens had the common aesthetic ideas and shared an artistic ideological foundation, all of them are created and admired in the
way of wandering and moving around in space and time.
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5

Case Study: Suzhou Museum Courtyard
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" The cliff-like rocks are arranged against a wall. Desiners treat the white wall as the painting
paper, take the rocks as to be painted items and lay the rocks according to their sizes and
textures. lmitating the method of ancient paintings, plant Yellow-Mountain pines, cypresses,
old plum trees and elegant bamboo. Include them into a round window and it seems you are
wandering within a mirror. "
--- Ji Chen
- A famous garden designer and theorist, Yuan Ye, 1932. p. 86

" I was inspired by Song dynasty painter Mi Fu’s landscape painting. I imagined myself as a
painter, using a white wall of the administration building as the paper. The stones were the main
objects I used to paint, i.e. they were scattered and embedded in varying degrees of protrusion.
The end result was like a painting. "
--- I. M. Pei
- A Chinese-American architect, Houshidai, 2012
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In the Suzhou Museum Courtyard, I.M Pei drew inspirations from a Song Dynasty painter Mi
Fu (see Figure 26). and recreated the real landscape painting scenery (see Figure 27).. It
provides a particular view and encourages to think critically about Pei’s designs, particularly
about Chinese traditional landscape paintings and culture.
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Figure 26.
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Figure 27.

Suzhou Museum Courtyard

Architect: I.M.Pei Architect with Pei Partnership Architects
Project location: Suzhou, China
Project Size: 15,000 sq meter
Date of Completion: October, 2006

Humble Administrator's Garden

5.1 Context
Mr. Pei (b.1917) is an American Chinese who grew up in China and spent
his childhood in his family’s estate at the Lion Forest Garden in Suzhou.
Suzhou City his original hometown. Hence traditional culture and history
have substantially influenced him.

Zhong Wang Fu
Suzhou Museum

The new Suzhou Museum is located in the northeast section of the historic
quarter of Suzhou, China (see Figure 28). It is attached to the Zhong Wang
Fu, a complex of 19th-century landmark structures, and next to the Humble
Administrator's garden (Zhuo Zheng Yuan), a 16th-century garden listed
as a UNESCO World Heritage site. The museum was I.M. Pei's last design
and a contribution to his hometown (Xin, 2008).

Figure 28.
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Pei hoped to find inspiration in Chinese ancient landscape painting and cooperate with local
skilled artisans to conceptualize a new way of combing traditional and modern design elements
to create this unique modern Chinese garden. Mi Fu was a Chinese painter and calligrapher from
the Song dynasty. He became renowned for his style of painting misty landscapes. This style
was deemed the Mi Fu style and involved the use of large wet dots of ink applied with a flat brush
(Houshidai, 2012).
I will analyse Suzhou Museum Courtyard according to the six principles of Liu Fa and reveal
similarities between design and Chinese landscape principles.
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5.2 Artists Empower the Paintings through Spiritual Consonance
Mi Fu’s paintings mainly focused on the bleary scenery of the Jiangnan region, south of the Yangtze
River. The whole tone is full of elegant plain color, and the mountains are flat instead of majestic. The
characteristics of misty scenery are to express the indistinct immortal atmosphere with clouds and mist by
dripping ink. Such ambiance is transmitted from Mi Fu’s feeling towards the landscape of Yangtze river delta.
Mi Fu's painting is an expression of the mind and the heart.
Pei said he had been carrying Mi Fu’s painting book all the time, studying his works while having a rest. He
spent several times placing the rockery model, hoping to achieve Mi Fu’s landscape painting effect. It looks
alike in spirit with Mi Fu’s paintings (White, 2008).
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5.3 Power and Structure are Expressed by the Artist’s Strokes
Pei used 24 stones to portray the shapes of mountains on the north wall of the garden (see Figure 29). How will
artificial facades translate to natural stone skin effect? Pei applied the idea of burning the artificial cut stones
with fire guns. Under the high temperature, some stone surfaces are peeled off, and then rocks show rough
and natural effects. At the same time, under the high heat, the stone color turned to a more in-depth tone, the
artificial section gradually transitioning to display a natural effect. The fire is used in a similar way to a brush
leaving strokes on the stones. The fire paints textures on the rocks (see Figure 30). What Pei learnt from the
painter is to study the cracks in the stone and imitate the brushwork of the old masters (White, 2008).

Figure 29.
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Figure 30.

5.4 Forms Follow Objects
It is the first time that Pei used stones to imitate Mi Fu’s painting of the Song
Dynasty. The stones in the front look like they are emerging from the water and
the rocks further behind appear slightly higher. In the morning, stones in the water
mist have a kind of hazy effect before the white wall. At night, light is not too bright
in the garden, subtle lighting has a soft moonlight feeling (see Figure 31).

Figure 31.

5.5 Specific Colours Derive from Different Objects
The natural pigment of the stone is analogous to the various shades of ink used
in Chinese landscape paintings, and the white wall represents Chinese rice paper.
In the misty environment of Southern China, the scattered high and low stones on
the garden wall recreate the scenes in Mi Fu’s landscape ink paintings.
Similar to Mi Fu’s landscape painting, Pei also designed a pine tree. The branches
of the pine are low. When the sun's rays project the shadow of the tree on the wall,
it looks like a landscape ink painting. Concerning the pine’s selection, Pei said, "it
should not be too dark, and that grayish green is the best choice to be close to Mi
Fu’s painting tone" (White, 2008, p.56).
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5.6 Artists Arrange the Different Elements in Proper Position
The layout of the Suzhou museum courtyard is subtle, and the elements of the garden coexist in
harmony, creating a rich connotation. The exterior wall forms a clear boundary between the inside and
outside of the garden, but on the inside, water is used as a visual connection, like a bridge between two
properties, blurring the boundaries between the physical and the intangible. The body of water reflects
the tints of the sky and the lines of stone murals of mountains, form a composition evocative of Chinese
paintings.
The whole garden space is filled with rhythm and has several infinite and contemplative areas. People
could enjoy being lost and finding their way through this garden. The viewpoints were arranged to
allow for enjoyment of the garden from different angles. The garden paths offer visitors opportunities
to connect with nature and with architecture. The garden is considered by many to be one of the most
stunning architectural wonders.

5.7 Artists Learn from Imitating the Past Creative Masters and then Develop their Styles
For the Suzhou Museum courtyard design, Pei was inspired by Mi Fu's landscape paintings. While Pei
gave the classical Chinese garden a modern look, it is a Chinese garden with the white-washed wall,
beautiful mountain peaks and a Chinese footbridge. Pei's design and Mi Fu's painting are related in
form and spirit.
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5.8 Conclusion
Suzhou Museum Courtyard stands as a great example that marries ancient
and modern design and representation. Pei drew from the minds of Chinese
tradidtional painters, applied painting principles into the design and reshaped
a new modern Chinese courtyard. Pei said it is good to learn from the
ancients. Today, we rush everything; We need the time to think and design
(Houshidai, 2012).
Pei finds a new way to retain ancient Chinese character and to think about
future lanscape design, while at the same time expressing local and modern
needs.

Figure 32.
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Shan Shui
Painting
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My Practice Chinese Garden
Garden
Design
Design

6

Garden design from Shan Shui painting
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6.1 Existing Situation
A private garden in Surrey, British Columbia

Site Context
This site is located in the suburbs of South Surrey,
British Columbia, Canada. The site is a 40-minute
drive to downtown Vancouver. South Surrey is
bordered by farmland on the east side, and the ocean
on the south side (see Figure 33). The project is
in the Grandview Heights community with a mix of
lower residential densities, small commercial nodes,
community facilities, schools, parks, pathways, trees
and protected areas (see Fig 34). The site area is a
rectangular shape, around 1 acre (4642 sq meters).

Airport

Surrey

Site location
Figure 33.
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Figure 34.
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Site Photos

Figure 35.
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Figure 36.
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Topography

104.5

This whole site topography is relatively flat
with an average elevation height of 104.5
meters. The site gradually slopes towards
the a ditch located in the front of the yard.
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Figure 37.
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Site Description
The two-story house was built in the 1980s. The house
appears to be hidden in its natural setting. The whole
environment has a large area of grass and trees, such
as Pacific Willow, Redleaf Cherry Plum, Cedar, et cetera.
The backyard is bordered with a fence and some plants,
allowing a sense of privacy.

Back Yard

Basketball court

Existing plants on the site have evidently not been well
cared for. The backyard's concrete surface and basketball
court are in poor condition as well.
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Front Yard

No.

Name

Age

Height

Circumference

1

White Pine
Pinus strobus

≈30

22m

30cm

2

White Pine
Pinus strobus

≈30

21m

22cm

3

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈30

30m

35cm

4

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈30

35m

28cm

5

Douglas Fir
Pseudotsuga menziesii

≈8

7m

22cm

6

Emerald Cedar
Thuja occidentalis

≈5

3.5m

20cm

7

Purple leaf plum
Prunus cerasifera

≈5

5m

10cm

8

Sweetgum Tree
Liquidambar styracifolia

≈3

5m

12cm

9

Emerald Cedar
Thuja occidentalis

≈8

10m

10cm

10

Weeping Willow
Salix babylonica

≈8

9m

12cm

11

Emerald Cedar
Thuja occidentalis

≈8

5-6m

5-8cm

12

White Sprue
Picea glauca

≈ 20

12m

20cm

13

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

10m

18cm
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No.

Name

Age

Height

Circumference

14

Purple leaf plum
Prunus cerasifera

≈ 10

5.5m

10cm

15

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

18m

17cm

16

Weeping Willow
Salix babylonica

≈5

4m

22cm

17

Weeping Willow
Salix babylonica

≈5

3.5m

20cm

18

Weeping Willow
Salix babylonica

≈5

5.5m

14cm

19

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

17m

40cm

20

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

17m

50cm

21

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

15m

35cm

22

Weeping Willow
Salix babylonica

≈5

4m

12 cm

23

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

20m

23cm

24

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

25m

40cm

25

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

25m

40cm

26

White Spruce
Picea glauca

≈ 20

20m

35cm

Thuja occidentalis
Emerald Cedar

Pseudotsuga menziesii
Douglas Fir

Tsuga heterophylla
Western Hemlock

Figure 40.

According to the site survey, there are White spruce (Picea glauca), Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), Western Hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla), Weeping Willow (Salix babylonica), Purple leaf plum (Prunus cerasifera), Sweetgum tree (Liquidambar styracifolia)
and White Pine (Pinus strobus) in the yard.
I measured the circumference and estimated the trees’ heights as shown. In addition, with the help from wholesale manager
and trees professional Sandra Blieberger from the Arts nursery in Surrey, I was able to identify some trees and estimate the
approximate age of each tree.
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Figure 41.

Salix babylonica
Weeping Willow
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Pinus strobus
Eastern White Pine

Prunus cerasifera
Purple leaf plum

Figure 42.

Liquidambar styracifolia
Sweetgum Tree

Picea glauca
White spruce
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6.2 Design Proposal
Design Intention
Gardens are essential creations in our world amidst the everyday urban and suburban contexts.
In my opinion, a good garden should sustain the utilitarian aspects of daily life while achieving the
harmony of artistic pursuit and philisophical exploration.
The landowner is a couple with deep cultural roots in China. In our conversations, they express
great fascination in traditional Chinese literati gardens, paintings, and poets. It is their dream to live
in a poetic Chinese garden as if they are back home. The garden design shall be crafted beyond the
modern simplistic geometric perspective with extreme creativity and imagination. The owners also
want components of water, plants, mountains, valleys to supply daily activities and spiritual needs,
for example, friends gathering and meditation (see Figure 43).
Throughout the design process, I intend to keep unique situational characteristics and make
minimum alterations. I seek to investigate fresh and diverse spatial experiences, to compose a
poetic garden with traditional Chinese garden design elements, and bring a nostalgic oriental
fantasy to the owners.
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Owners' Intentions for their Garden

Meditation

Friends gathering

Looking up trees

Yoga

The Owners

Reflection pond

Enjoy the moon

Figure 43.

Meandering valleys

Stone arrangements
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My Design Thinking
Throughout the design process, I intend to keep unique situational characteristics and make minimum
alterations. I seek to investigate fresh and diverse spatial experiences, to compose a poetic garden with
traditional Chinese garden design elements, and bring a nostalgic oriental fantasy to the owners.

Poetic

Nostalgia Comfort
Originality
Picturesque
Modern
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A painting is like a window, open to an infinite landscape.
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Exploration from Guo Xi's Shan Shui Painting
Guo Xi's Shan Shui painting has always been a constant inspiration for me in garden design. His drawings open a
whole new world of inspecting our living environment, and from where my journey starts. To better understand the
meanings underneath his paintings, I use " 传移模写 ", one of Xie He's six painting principles by imitating the
past creative masters and then develop my design.
In Guo Xi’s Shan Shui painting, people, houses, mountains, trees, and water are well arranged proportionally in his
vertical hanging handscroll (see Figure 44). Human figures are small while interacting with nature harmoniously.
Mountains are prominent features as displayed in this painting. There are the host and guest mountains, with
near and far locations, and up and down in various heights. Chinese people believe that mountains provide
spiritual roads towards the heaven and human beings wandering in the mountains can purify their spirits and seek
enjoyments.
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Distant Mountains

Host Mountains

Guest Mountains

Waterfall
Stone Arrangement

Building

Pavillion

Boat Parking
Figure 44.
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Principle 1: Artists Learn by Imitating the Past Creative Masters and then Develop their Styles
Guo Xi painted a transformative and
dynamic picture which takes the
viewers on an imaginary journey.
His painting can be enjoyed as a
progression and revealed layer by
layer.
I composed a simplified line drawing
of the painting's base revealing the
whole space as fluid, smooth and
flowing (see Figure 45).
.

Figure 45.
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Principle 2: Artists Empower the Paintings through Spiritual Consonance
In Guo Xi’s painting, we can see the
force, movement, fluidity in the space.
In my interpretation, Guo Xi used the
mountain as partition or transition to
connect each scenario.
In my design sketches, I use high and
low stones to represent the mountains
to connect each scenery in the space
as a whole. Layered hydrangea
bushes and trees are used to simulate
the feeling of walking in the valleys
(see Figure 46).

Figure 46.
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When l look at Guo Xi's painting, I try to think about how I can arrange the design elements, such as mountains, water, landscaping,
and architecture. In Guo Xi's perspectives and better views paintings, definite order is created from appropriate positions, proportions,
transitions, and overlaps. Furthermore, how can I personally arrange the indentified landscape elements in relation to garden design?

Figure 47.
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Figure 48.

Figure 49.

Scene 5

Scene 6
Scene 4

Scene 3

Scene 7
Scene 2

Scene 1
Figure 50.
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Principle 3: Artists Arrange the Different Elements in Proper Position
As my analysis of Guo Xi’s Shan Shui painting continues, I find a sequence of individual
scenes gradually unfolding in his painting. The painting can be enjoyed as a progression.
Some parts of the painting are arranged to contemplate; some arranged to go through,
some arranged to live in. I view a garden as a lying down canvas, the beauty of the whole
garden needs to be revealed scene by scene. The garden will not be seen all at once but
the layers will be revealed as the viewer progresses (see Figure 50).
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Approach to Site Design
In the current situation, the owners park their cars under the terrace. To have a main entrance to the backyard,
the parking space under the terrace is opened up, and the parking area moved to a nearby place. From low
to high, hydrangea bushes and trees are planted to mimic a feeling of multiple ranges of a valley effect. As
a whole, it creates a guided and winding perspective, making the space full of enjoyment. Stones are laid to
symbolize different heights of mountains arranged through the space, and also form the skeleton of the garden.
In Chinese culture, bamboo has a symbol of virtue that is always closely related to people’s positive spirits, such
as, resoluteness, honorability, modesty, and integrity. Walking through the bamboo arrays is a great opportunity
to refresh yourself and enjoy the health benefits. Nine newly planted cherry trees will be in full bloom in April,
adding a bright pink color to the garden. In China, the moon festival is a joyous time for family to reunite to
appreciate the beautiful full moon. For the immigrants living abroad, the moon is a warm and harmonious
motherhood sign, shortening the distance between time and space. I designed a moon pond and a pavilion. The
pavilion and platform patterns on the concrete circular platform are inspired by the moon's reflection in pond.
The water pond’s site selection is chosen on the previous shabby storage shed’s location. When the water
pond is created on the site, the amounts of cut and fill will be considered and balanced to avoid having to export
materials as well as create interesting topography for the previously flat terrain. The earthwork is excavated for
the pond and the excess soil is used to build a small mound in the east direction (see Figure 51).
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Site Plan

Lookout

Stone Arrangement
Hydrangea Trees
Layered
Hydrangea Shrubs

Pavilion
Platform
Moon Pond
Patio

Concrete strips within the grass

House
Bamboo Arrays

Storage Shed

Parking Area

Hydrangea Shrubs

Concrete Pavement and Grass
New Cherry Trees
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Principle 4: Power and Structure are Expressed by the Artist’s Strokes
For my practicum, I selected very traditional
Chinse brushes and ink colors to represent
my design and renderings.
Corresponding to one of the Xie He's painting
principles "[t]he power and structure are
expressed by the artist's strokes", lines and
textures are emphasized in design. Curved
lines form the whole structure, creating a
more natural and relaxed feeling and guides
the viewer's eyes to move and go around in
the garden. Different shades and textures are
used to express the different objects, stones
with dark color and dry texture, hydrangea
with medium coarse texture, concrete paving
with light color and dry texture. To enhance
contrast, the darker color (hydrangea bushes)
and the lighter color (ground) are juxtaposed
highlighting the visual tension between the
two objects (see Figure 52).
In Guo Xi’s painting, the base of the
mountains disappears into the water and
seems to float and fade away from afar. I
imagine tall trees and stones will appear
to float in the garden on misty and foggy
morning.

Figure 52.
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Figure 53.

In spring, nine newly planted cherry trees will be in full bloom and add bright pink color to the garden.
Scene 1
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The entrance presents to the viewer
with framed glimpses of scenery; a
view of the pavilion, water, stones, a
grove of bamboo, and the distant trees
acting as a backdrop.
The sceneries in the backyard provide
rich visual contents and look like a
painting through the framed entrance.

Scene 2

Figure 54.
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Chinese

Moon Festival

《静夜思》--- 李白
床前明月光，
疑是地上霜。
举头望明月，
低头思故乡。

《 On A Quiet Night 》
I saw the moonlight before my couch,
And wondered if it were not the frost on the ground.
I raised my head and looked out on the moon,
I bowed my head and thought of my far-off home.
Figure 55.
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Moon
Moon Mirror
Mirror

Scene 3
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Figure 56.
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As the bright moon shines over the land,
From far away you share this moment with me.

Figure 57.

Enframed and Borrowed Scenery
The empty circle of the pavilion is like a frame that
enframes views of day, night, trees, sun, clouds,
moon, stars, and sky. Viewers can find serenity
and focus their attentions on the enframed views
at the moment.
Figure 58.
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Pavilion Topview ( Water Curtain )
Raindrops are collected and flowed through the shallow grooves
from the roof of the pavilion. The out-flowing water collected
on the roof flows towards the swallow grooves and directing
the water towards the edge. As the water falls, thin
streams are formed appearing as continuous rain
curtains. The thin water stream makes unique
beauty and a soft music sound to the place.

Figure 59.
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Hydrangea Opera ( Valley )

My heart opens to your voice,
like flowers open to the kisses of the dawn.

Figure 60.
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Figure 61.

Scene 4

As described earlier, the arrangement of the plantings is symbolic. As illustrated above, the
low to high layering of the plantings creates a feeling of multiple ranges of valleys. As a whole,
it creates a guided and winding perspective, making the space full of enjoyment. Hydrangeas
establish a detail-rich palette of colors and textures suitable for intimate appreciation.
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Scene 5
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Figure 62.

Figure 62.

Figure 63.

Imagine a leisurely scene that we read books and play musical instrument (lute) under the bamboo groves. When the
sunrises, we get cool shade; when the wind blows, we hear soothing sound; when the raindrops, we get the musical
rhythm.
Scene 7
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Three Distances

Figure 64.

Figure 65.

Guo Xi used three distances: deep, level and high distance to construct a full-scene landscape.
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Figure 66.

Deep Distance
The entrance represnts the foreground,
providing a frame in which the viewer
is able to glimpse the middle and
background scenery.

Figure 67.
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Level Distance

Figure 68.

One can enjoy a macro-level view while standing on the second floor’s terrace.
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High Distance
Looking up the trees from below shows the height and
majestic effect as described by the high distance.

Figure 69.
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Sceneries of Different Time

There are beautiful sceneries outside the garden that lies in the "borrowing". The
design of this garden not only stops at depicting moving pictures but also focuses on
the process of an evolving landscape. Time will endow the garden with different beauty
including the four seasons, wind, dusk, frost, snow, rain, animal and plant activities.
Although the landscapes seem to be stationary in the garden, they are still in a period
of influx life, time changes their shapes. Viewers can experience different moments and
experiences during the different times as described.

Cloud

Mist

Snow

Water

Rain drops
Figure 70.
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Figure 71.

The most beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious - early morning scene with mist.

Mist
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Figure 72.

Waxing is a poem; waning is painting, the full moon is hanging in the sky.
- Translated from the Chinese poem
Moon
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Figure 73.

In winter, calm and serenity of this place will be covered by snow. Snow all over in the air touches like
blooming flowers. An old Chinese proverb: beautiful snow promises a fruitful harvest year.
Snow
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“煮雪烹茶，听雪敲竹”
Boil the snow to make tea, listen to snow falling on the bamboo leaves.
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Figure 74.
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Hydrangea serrata 'Bluebird'
Hydrangea macrophylla
Forever & Ever Together
Hydrangea macrophylla
Midnight Duchess
Hydrangea macrophylla
Little Lime
Hydrangea arborescens
Invincibelle Spririt
Hydrangea paniculata
Bombshell
Hydrangea macrophylla
Nikko Blue
Hydrangea arborescens
Annabelle
Hydrangea paniculata
Limelight tree
Prunus serrulata
Kwanzan Japanese Flowering Cherry

Figure 78.
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Bombshell Panicle Hydrangea
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Hydrangea serrate blue bird
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Hydrangea Varieties
Part sun, shade
Height: 3-20 feet
Width: 3-18 feet wide
Color: Blue, Pink, White, Yellow, Purple

Hydrangea paniculata
Bombshell

Hydrangea macrophylla
Forever & Ever Together

Hydrangea arborescens
Invincibelle Spririt

Hydrangea serrata
Bluebird

Average Landscape Size:
Fast grower to 2-3 ft. tall and 3-4
ft. wide.

Average Landscape Size:
Reaches 2-3 ft. tall and 3-5 ft.
wide.

Average Landscape Size:
Moderate growing; reaches 3 to
4 ft. tall and wide.

Average Landscape Size:
Fast grower to 4 to 6 ft. tall and
wide.

Blooms: Summer to Fall

Blooms: Spring to fall

Blooms: Summer to Fall

Blooms:Late spring through
summer

Key Feature: Long Blooming
Season

Key Feature: Summer Flowering

Key Feature:Abundance of
Showy Blooms

Key Feature: Summer Flowering

Figure 80.
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Hydrangea macrophylla
Little Lime

Hydrangea macrophylla
Midnight Duchess

Hydrangea arborescens
Annabelle

Hydrangea macrophylla
Nikko Blue

Average Landscape Size:
Reaches 3 to 5 ft. tall and wide.

Average Landscape Size:
Fast growing 3 to 5 ft. tall and
wide.

Average Landscape Size:
Quickly reaches 5 ft. tall and
wide.

Average Landscape Size:
Quickly reaches 4 to 6 ft. tall
and wide.

Blooms: Summer

Blooms: Summer

Blooms: Late Spring to Fall

Blooms: Early Summer

Key Feature: Repeat Blooming

Key Feature:Improved Disease
Resistance

Key Feature:Spectacular White
Blooms

Key Feature: Showy Summer
Flowers
Figure 81.
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Shrubs and Trees

Fargesia robusta
Clumping bamboo

Hydrangea paniculata
Limelight tree

Prunus serrulata
Kwanzan Japanese Flowering
Cherry

Average Landscape Size:12 to
15' tall and Max Culm Dia 1".

Average Landscape Size:
Reaches to a height of 6-8 ft and
a spread of 4–5 ft at maturity.

Key Feature: Fargesia robusta
is a very tall and fast Clumping
Bamboo with yellowish culms. It
stands more erect and handles
direct sun better than most other
Fargesia. The leaf sheaths are
white and slow to drop making
a two-tone appearance of the
culms. Large clumps of robusta
are stunning.

Blooms: Mid Summer through
Early Fall

Average Landscape Size:
Reaches to a height of 15–25
ft and a spread of 15–25 ft at
maturity.

Key Feature: Repeat Blooming

Blooms: Double pink rose-like
flowers in large clusters in midspring.
Key Feature: New leaves are
reddish, then green, yellow in
fall. With Red peeling bark.

Figure 82.
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Four Seasons
Life is like the cycle of four seasons. In spring, nature
blossoms; during summer, it expands; in autumn, nature
sheds; during winter, it shrinks. One will experience the
coming and go of the four seasons.
In the selecting of plants, the customers and I have a
preference for white, blue, pink and purple color plants.
During the springtime, cherry trees in front of the house will
be in full bloom, adding a touch of bright pink color. Clusters
of hydrangeas will have white and light purple color.

Figure 83.
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In the summer, hydrangeas will bloom in the garden. The
garden will be immersed in a pink-blue color world.
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Figure 84.

In the fall, the hydrangeas remain purple and yellow color.
Small areas of yellow color hydrangeas stand out and have
a vibrant appearance against complementary color purple
hydrangeas.

Figure 85.
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Without the distraction of intense colors and shapes in
winter, one can better achieve a state of self-reaction and
meditation.
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Figure 86.

Lighting Plan
Except the lighting from the house, there is currently no
lighting system in the yard. The newly designed lighting
system illuminates the front and backyard at night but
also emphasizes the idea of moon and water, particularly
the middle moon-shaped still water pond, The soft
yellowish lights look like twinkling stars, and the pond
looks like a full moon. Glowstone mixed in with concrete
glows with a bluish light, like the water ripples, flowing out
of the moon pond. Glow stones are electricity-free light.
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Figure 87.
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Material Plan

Natural Stones
Flamed surface
Landscape edging

Cast-in-site concrete
Glow stones stamped into
Cast-in-site concrete
Patio

Granite natural stepping stone
Concrete strips within the grass

Cast-in-site concrete
Driveway
Grass within the gaps of
the concrete

Natural Stones
Flamed surface
Figure 88.
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Materials Selection
In the materials selection, The new driveway is finished by cast-in-place concrete with opening strips for grass to grow.
In the backyard, the same pattern is inverted to echo with the frontyard pavement pattern. Natural stones with flamed
surfaces symbolizes the various shapes of the "mountains". Glow stones mixed in with concrete glows with a bluish light
during the night. Glow stones, with 10 minutes of light exposure during the day, will produce more than 10 hours of glow-inthe-dark lighting during the night.

Concrete

Granite natural stepping stone

Concrete within the grass

Night effect

Grass within the concrete

Glow stones stamped into concrete

Figure 89.
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7

Conclusion
During the process of my practicum, I have experienced a period of confusion and an unclear idea for my practicum
topic. After reading a lot of articles, books about Chinese landscape paintings, traditional Chinese gardens, and Chinese
aesthetics - I gradually found my design direction through trial and error. This feeling reminds me of a famous Chinese
poem, Poetic Remarks in the Human World ( Wang, 1970):
"Up and down the main streets, I must have run,
A thousand times or more in quest of one,
Who I have concluded, cannot be found;
For, everywhere, no trace of ‘her’ can be seen,
When, all of a sudden, I turned about,
That's ‘her,’ where lanterns are few and far between.”
Looking back at my design, there are still some design deficiencies, but I recognizes this as a process of learning. The
practicum is my final work in school and also a brand new beginning and fresh start for my future career. I know my
interest lies in creating contemporary Chinese garden designs. Looking forward, I will keep studying broad and profound
Chinese culture; inheriting and developing the design principles of classical gardens; using modern techniques and local
materials to create gardens, and applying the appropriate design vocabulary in relation to garden design.
I believe the things that I am naturally drawn to, will lead me to go further in life.
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Figure 90

Garden, like a dream, keep dreaming.
It is an ending and also a beginning.
Figure 89.
Figure 90.
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